
The highlight of the set is the Atlas: Osvaldo Baldacci. Lucio Bertolazzi and Luciano F. Farina, trans. *Columbian Atlas of the Great Discovery (Nuova Raccolta Colombiana, English ed., volume IX)*. Roma: Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca Dello Stato, Libreria dello Stato, 1997. Pictorial cloth, folio (14 1/4” x 19 3/4”), 202 pp., all leaves are tipped-in, divided into 42 sections (called “Plates”), consisting of 85 illustrations (29 bifold), of which 59 are in color (23 of the bifold). Printed on custom Rusticus Paper produced by Cartiere Millani Fabriano Papermills. Fine. 8824036147. WorldCat Total Libraries: 16, under 4 variant titles. [Note: Columbian Atlas is not available as an individual volume, thus can only be purchased as part of the set].

The set consists of the Atlas (available only as part of the set) and the volumes listed below (each are available for purchase individually), which are all pictorial cloth and quarto. It is a beautiful set printed on custom water-marked paper produced by Cartiere Miliani Fabriano Papermills. Fine. $499.98.
39786. Ferdinand Columbus. Paolo Emilio Taviani and Ilaria Luzzana Caraci, eds. Luciano Farina, trans. **Historie Concerning the Life and Deeds of the Don Admiral Christopher Columbus.** (Nuova Raccolta Colombiana, English edition, volume IV). In 2 Parts. Istituto poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, Libreria dello Stato, 1998. Pictorial Cloth, Quarto. In 2 books. 330 pp. 428 pp. Fine. 8824035620. WorldCat Total Libraries: 2. $29.98. [Note: Volume IV was shipped to us without a slipcase, therefore the ISBN is not present on the books. When ordering the complete set, volume IV will come in the slipcase for volume I in order to prevent wear and tear. When ordering this individual volume, there will be no slipcase]